Characterizing forces on deformable objects intruding into sand and soil requires understanding the solid and fluid-like responses of such substrates and their effect on the state of the object. The most detailed studies of intrusion in dry granular media have revealed that interactions of fixed-shape objects during free impact (e.g. cannonballs) and forced slow penetration can be described by hydrostatic and hydrodynamic-like forces. Here we investigate a new class of granular interactions: rapid intrusions by objects that change shape (self-deform) through passive and active means. Systematic studies of a simple spring-mass robot jumping on dry granular media reveal that jumping performance is explained by an interplay of nonlinear frictional and hydrodynamic drag as well as induced added mass (unaccounted by traditional intrusion models) characterized by a rapidly solidified region of grains accelerated by the foot. A model incorporating these dynamics reveals that added mass degrades the performance of certain self-deformations due to a shift in optimal timing during push-off. Our systematic robophysical experiment reveals both new soft matter physics and principles for robotic self-deformation and control, which together provide prin- The locomotion of terrestrial animals or robots is typically studied in scenarios where unyielding environments deform the locomotor (e.g. animal 1, 2 or robot 3-8 body compliance during running or jumping on hard ground), or, conversely, when non-compliant locomotors deform yielding substrates (rigid robotic hexepedal locomotion on granular media 9, 10 ). However, in many robotically 11 and biologically 12, 13 relevant situations like impulsive interactions during running and hopping, the deformable substrate and locomotor simultaneously affect each other's internal states.
ciples of movement in deformable terrestrial environments.
The locomotion of terrestrial animals or robots is typically studied in scenarios where unyielding environments deform the locomotor (e.g. animal 1, 2 or robot 3-8 body compliance during running or jumping on hard ground), or, conversely, when non-compliant locomotors deform yielding substrates (rigid robotic hexepedal locomotion on granular media 9, 10 ). However, in many robotically 11 and biologically 12, 13 relevant situations like impulsive interactions during running and hopping, the deformable substrate and locomotor simultaneously affect each other's internal states.
Our previous work 9, 10, 12, 14, 15 has demonstrated that dry granular media forms an excellent substrate on which to study diverse locomotor behaviors. However, even in this well-studied system, little is known about locomotor dynamics during active impulsive interactions. Many studies of fixed-shape (non-locomoting) objects impacting and penetrating dry granular media have revealed reaction forces (F GM ) that can be described by
truding relatively slowly (where inertial effects are negligible 25 ) with different directions and orientations 10 . Such work has helped explain the kinematics of slow moving locomotors 10, 14, 15 .
During high speed locomotion, recent studies of free impact in dense cornstarch solutions 26 and dry granular media 27 as well as rapid lightweight robot running on granular media 11 have shown the importance of hydrodynamic-like effects during high-speed interactions. One such effect includes added mass, which effectively increases the inertia of an intruder displacing material (see 28 for a review of added mass in fluids).
During such high speed movements, locomotors are often described by complex models 29, 30 .
Yet even simple active-passive self-deforming objects on hard ground can exhibit rich dynamics and provide insight into more complex systems. For example, the jumping performance of a 1D actuated spring-mass hopper is sensitive to its active self-deformation strategy, which induces motion coupled to both aerial and passive spring-mass dynamics 31 . We therefore posit that understanding the dynamics of rapidly self-deforming objects in complex media will require new insights into both nonlinear robot dynamics and soft matter physics when inertial effects are important.
Analysis and comparison of experimental and simulated jumping
To discover principles of impulsive granular interactions relevant to locomotion, we took a "robophysical" approach 32 by systematically varying aspects of a robot's self deformation and the substrate's properties. We constructed and measured the performance of a simple self-deforming robot consisting of a linear actuator in series with a spring performing a variety of jumping manuevers (Fig. 1a) on granular media. The simplest jumping maneuver (which we referred to as a "single jump" in 31 ) is a push-off intrusion in which the motor starts at a low center of mass and forces the thrust rod down with a single-period sine-wave trajectory. On granular media, this movement induces spring compression which pushes the foot into yielding ground. The foot descends until the substrate jams, and lift-off is achieved via a single period of spring-mass oscillation (Fig. 1b) .
The properties of jamming granular media depend on volume fraction, φ: dry grains transition from consolidative to dilative shearing behavior within a narrow range of volume fractions (φ = 0.57 to 0.62), and their drag 33 and penetration 34 properties vary significantly. Thus, we expected that φ would play an important role in jump height. We characterized the role of granular compaction on single jump performance by measuring jump height over a range of φ and observed a sensitive dependence of jump height to φ (Fig. 2a) . Particularly, at the optimal forcing frequency, a 5 percent reduction in φ reduced jump performance to approximately one third of the hard ground jump height. We additionally tested the role of forcing frequency, and observed a broad band of optimal frequencies (Fig. 2a inset) , similar to hard ground 31 .
We compared experimental single jumps with a numerical model of the robot jumper in which the foot experiences granular forces, F GM . Since little is known about the complex granular interactions of self-deforming passive/active intruders, we first applied equation (1) for F GM using a linear relation for F p (z). Fitting simulation to experimental jump heights with a constant α (see Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1a for fitting procedure) and constant k yielded parameter values that were inconsistent between different jumping strategies. Also, previous experiments for slow penetration revealed that, while F p (z) was approximately linear with depth 10, 34 away from boundaries 35, 36 , the relationship between F p (z) and z was nonlinear near the surface. Thus, we chose to empirically determine F p (z) with slow-intrusion force vs. depth measurements (Fig. 3 ), which revealed a nearly linear depth-dependence at low φ that became increasingly nonlinear for higher φ. We modeled this as two constant penetration resistance coefficients, k 1 and k 2 , where k 1 was the slope of a linear fit of F p (z) near the surface, and k 2 was the slope at deeper intrusion. Near the granular critical packing state, φ c ≈ 0.60 33 , k 1 transitioned to a greater sensitivity to increasing φ. While the values for k 2 showed no transition at φ c , the k 2 regime (z > δ) exhibited an onset of force oscillations at φ c which steadily increased with φ, consistent with shearing dynamics observed in drag 33, 34 experiments. Implementing the two-penetration resistance relation and a constant α in simulation was essential for agreement with experiment; using a linear F p (z) relation yielded inaccurate simulation results.
Our previous study of jumping on hard ground demonstrated that a different actuation which we called the stutter jump, consisting of a preliminary hop landing followed immediately by a push-off (Fig. 1c) , outperformed the single jump while requiring lower peak actuation power 31 .
We tested its efficacy on sand, hypothesizing that a preliminary hop would precompact the ground, increasing granular reaction forces and improving jump heights at low φ. Surprisingly, this jump yielded lower heights than the single jump at low φ (Fig. 2a) .
To eliminate potential transient dynamics preventing the media from relaxing into a compacted state, we introduced a delay time of τ = 0.75 seconds between the pull-up phase and push-off phase of the stutter jump (Fig. 1d) . The delay not only improved stutter jump heights
(measured with respect to initial rod height), but surpassed the single jump at low φ (Fig. 2a) ,
suggesting that the best way to jump on loose granular media is by enhancing the single jump with a properly timed preliminary hop, locally compacting the substrate. Indeed, measuring jump heights from after the preliminary hop revealed that low φ delayed stutter jumps resembled single jumps compacted to φ c and higher. Varying τ at low φ revealed an optimal delay time, τ opt , near 100 ms (Fig. 2b) . This time scale represents a 5 Hz half cycle oscillation, which is near the robot's spring-mass resonance. The natural frequency is near 8 Hz on hard ground, and, during foot intrusion, is reduced at low φ to approximately 5 Hz, since the robot gains an effective one-way series spring -the k 1 penetration resistance of F p (z). Thus, the timing of an optimal delayed stutter jump is determined by a combination of the robot's spring-mass dynamics and the transient settling of the granular media during local compaction.
Comparing the delayed stutter experiment with the simulation revealed that the original twopenetration resistance form of F p (z) did not accurately predict jump heights. Slow intrusion force vs. depth measurements revealed that re-intrusion into previously disturbed material (even at low speeds) altered the two-penetration resistance model parameters (see Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1b) . Incorporating fitted re-intrusion parameters into F p (z) produced improved simulation accuracy for the delayed stutter. However, this model did not explain the poor performance of the regular stutter jump: the simulation showed agreement at high φ, but over-estimated the stutter jump heights at low φ (Fig. 2a) . This deviation was particularly evident for delayed stutter jumps with τ < τ opt (Fig. 2b) , suggesting unaccounted for transient granular dynamics preventing the media from relaxing into a compact state.
Thus far, we have measured F p (z) and made assumptions about the form of the hydrodynamiclike force, αv 2 , based on models in previous literature. However, we posited that a joint analysis of the granular and robot dynamics would provide insight into the mechanism that lowered the peak height of stutter jumps. We next discuss how measuring granular flow kinematics during jumping provided insight into these dynamics, which, when incorporated into our 1D jumping model, revealed the mechanism for altered jumping performance.
Evolution of a jammed granular cone
To measure the kinematics of granular flow during jumping, we performed a particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis on high speed videos (Supplementary Video 1) of sidewall vertical grain flow (Fig. 4a) . We additionally used these PIV measurements to calculate the shear strain rate field,γ,γ
where u is horizontal velocity and v is vertical velocity (Fig. 4b) . We observed triangular shear bands (long boundaries of high localized shear) that were similar to other granular compression experiments and simulations 37 (see also Supplementary I and Extended Data Fig. 2 ). Combined with vertical grain flow (Fig. 4a ) and the PIV vector field (Fig. 4b) , these shear bands illustrate the dynamics of the granular media during foot intrusion. As the foot enters the media, a cone of effectively solidified grains (outlined by the shear bands) rapidly develops underneath the foot.
Moving at similar downward speeds as the foot; this cone wedges surrounding material away.
Motivated by this description of the granular kinematics, we derived a geometric model of the cone's development as a flat circular intruder plows vertically into particulate media (Fig. 5a ).
In this model, the depth of a jammed front of grains moving with the foot grows proportionally by µ with intrusion depth, z. In the 1D analogy of a line of grains that collide inelastically (as introduced in 26 to describe the speed of a jamming front during rapid intrusion in a colloidal suspension), the rate, µ, is inversely proportional to the separation distance between each grain relative to grain size.
In dry granular media, all grains are already in contact with other grains before intrusion begins;
there is no separation distance between grains. Thus µ describes a rate at which grains settle into a locally compacted solid-like state. As the foot descends and granular cone grows, the surface area of the flat portion of the cone, A f lat , decreases due to the angle, θ, of the shear bands according to
where R is the foot's radius. While the shear bands fluctuated in time (±4 • ), as observed in a previous plowing PIV experiment 33 , θ at low φ was approximately 60
• .
We hypothesized that this jammed cone extended the volume of the intruder from a flat disc to a conical wedge. A resistive force theory model (RFT) proposed by Li et al. 10 suggests that such a change in intruder shape affects the vertical quasistatic reaction force, F p (z). Calculating RFT forces on the evolving geometry of this granular cone captured the nonlinearity in empirical measurements of F p (z) (Fig. 3a) . F p (z) was calculated by summing the contributions of stress on flat surfaces, A f lat , (using the k 1 /A f oot penetration resistance) and conical surfaces, A cone , (using Fig. 5b ). The effective stress per unit depth for a fully developed cone,
• )δA/A f oot , coincided with k 2 /A f oot values at low and high φ (Fig. 3b) . Such insights helped explain the phenomenon of rapidly diverging values of k 1 and k 2 for φ > φ c . Flat intrusions displace grains predominantly through normal stresses, which become more difficult at higher φ, where the substrate is rapidly approaching a jammed state. Above φ c , displacement through compaction is replaced by displacement through compression, and the material stiffness becomes a component of the k 1 penetration resistance. Once the cone forms, the intruder produces lateral grain displacements and shear stresses. As φ increases, more grain-grain frictional contacts during shearing result in an increase in k 2 . However, for φ > φ c , k 2 is not as large as k 1 , since shear stresses do induce as much material compression as normal stresses.
Emergence of added mass and inertial drag from a growing granular cone
While the characteristics of F p (z) are insufficient to explain the transient dynamics that decrease the stutter jump height, such insights into the extended intruder volume suggest that the additional mass of the granular cone, or added mass, m a , must be considered in the momentum of the foot.
Added mass can contribute to a shear-thickening response in dense suspensions 26 . In the realm of actively forced impacts, added mass effects contribute to the impulse developed during the slap phase of a basilisk lizard running on water 38 .
Added mass for an intruder impacting a fluid has been approximated by the hemispherical volume of liquid accelerated forward in front of the intruder, consistent with the velocity change imparted by an inelastic collision with a mass equal to the added mass 39, 40 . Similarly, by dividing the granular momentum, P grains , by the velocity of the foot, we considered added mass in the granular media to be comprised of the grains moving with flow kinematics most similar to the downward motion of the foot. Previous studies have utilized PIV to estimate the momentum of added mass in fluids 41 and qualitatively characterize momentum transfer in dense suspensions 26 . We estimated P grains by spatially integrating the PIV velocity field according to values over four times the foot mass (Fig. 6a) .
Recently, Katsuragi et al. posited that added mass forces could play a role in the dynamics of non-forced impact into dry granular media 27 but no experimental tests were conducted. To test the role of added mass during jumping, we modified F GM to incorporate these dynamics into the 1D jumping simulation. Inertial drag during granular impact originates from the momentum change associated with colliding inelastically with a virtual mass 20 , which accumulates when the impactor accelerates surrounding material,
v+m a a. Thus, our granular reaction force becomes
where a is the foot's acceleration. We then formulated a description of added mass accumulation based on our geometric cone model (Fig. 5a) , where a differential increase in intrusion depth corresponded to a differential increase in added mass according to the following relation,
where φ and ρ are the volume fraction and grain density, respectively, and µ∆z is the differential depth of the jamming front. Taking the infinitesimal change in z, we integrated equation (5) and found the added mass to be
We used this equation until µz = R tan θ, at which point the cone was fully formed and only the constant, C, contributed to an increasing growth of added mass due to extra added mass from slower moving grains surrounding the cone. Both µ and C were tuned to match PIV added mass measurements (Fig. 6a) . While estimating added mass in fluids can be challenging for all but simple intruder shapes 39 , we expect that the geometry and dynamics of granular jamming fronts in other intrusion scenarios will be determined by predictable shearing behavior that forms granular cones. . Inertial drag was also observed to be sensitive to depth in granular sphere 18 and disk impact 42 . The constant, b, is a scaling coefficient required to obtain agreement between simulation and experiment. We posit that this scaling (where b > 1 for all φ) is the result of the system experiencing more inelastic granular collisions than is evident from the increasing added mass, with the cone constantly gaining and shedding grains at the shearing boundaries. Nevertheless, our added mass equation dictates that α(z), which is proportional to the slope of m a (z), is greatest near the surface. Introducing this reactive force into the jumping model with a correctly scaled b preserved the accuracy of the single and delayed stutter jumps and appropriately decreased the stutter jump heights at low φ (Fig. 6b) .
While added mass effects were negligible at high φ, jump heights were sensitive to the scaling, b, of inertial drag, especially during high frequency motor forcing. We expect such inertial effects will also help explain other high-speed movements such as running 6 .
Coupling of robotic spring-mass and added mass dynamics
We now discuss the mechanism by which the above granular physics affects the locomotor's internal state to reduce jumping performance. Added mass lowers stutter jump heights by altering the phasing of the robot's spring-mass vibration ( Fig. 6c-g ), in which grain momentum causes the peak spring forces to occur at a non-ideal phase of the motor's oscillation. After the preliminary hop, the foot lands and stops due to granular reaction forces (Fig. 6d) . The robot's actuator contin-ues falling while it pushes the rod down, causing spring compression as the foot encounters high inertial drag due to a rapidly developing cone of added mass (Fig. 6e) . The spring reaches peak compression (Fig. 6f) , slowing the thrust rod, and pushing the foot down further, assisted inertially by a fully formed added mass cone. The foot descends further due to slower decelerations from added mass (Fig. 6g) , and a less compressed spring now produces smaller upward propulsion forces as the robot's center of mass takes off (See Extended Data Fig. 3 for comparison to other
Prescribing a delay improves the jump height in two ways. A sufficiently long delay time separates both methods of granular intrusion: passive intrusion from the robot's falling inertia during landing and active intrusion during push-off. Separating these two mechanisms reduces the overall intrusion speeds of the foot, reducing the compounding effect of the added mass decreasing the deceleration rate. As such, the robot sinks less and is able to provide more upward spring forces to the robot. Selecting the optimal delay time ensures that the phasing transfers maximal spring energy during the upward take-off movement of the motor. Angled conical surface forces (blue) were calculated using the RFT stress model 10 , for vertical stress, σ z , on a differential surface element, δA, at an angle, φ 1 = 60
• , for the orientation normal vector, n, and an angle, φ 2 = 90 • , for the velocity vector, v. 
Methods
Robot Jumper. We performed systematic experiments on a robo-physics style jumping robot in a fluidizable bed of ∼1 mm poppy seeds. The apparatus (Fig. 1a) was fully automated, allowing for simultaneous robot control and data acquisition while sequentially exploring a parameter space. The robotic jumper was adapted from previous hard ground experiments 31 , consisting of a 
, the subscripts, m, r and f corresponding to motor, rod and foot quantities, respectively. The rod and motor equations were combined as: with experiment, we used experimental encoder positions from each experimental jump performed to obtain theẌ m command for simulation. The granular force, F GM , followed the various relations discussed in this Article, and the spring force, F s , followed Hooke's law for the spring between the rod and foot. Another property of the F GM was its hybrid dynamic dependence on the discrete transition of the foot between the ground and air phases (i.e. F GM = 0 during aerial phase). The ground position changed as the foot intruded and was set to the foot's position while the foot was grounded. During the robot's aerial phase, the ground maintained the last foot position before transition to the aerial phase.
A challenge of numerically integrating a 1D damped bouncing system even on hard ground is mitigating so-called "Zeno" effects, in which the number of bounces approaches infinity in finite time 43 . This leads to significant simulation errors which scale with time-step size in detecting the transition between ground and aerial phases. To reduce such inaccuracies, we used Matlab's ODE45 integrator, which has a variable time-step that is adjusted according the current system stiffness, thus accurately detecting hybrid transitions. Moreover, on granular media, the ground position changes during the grounded phase, which can cause perpetual Zeno-like behavior unless
proper conditions are established for determining the transition from the ground to aerial phase.
A naive approach is to state that the foot becomes aerial when the total force on the foot causes the foot to accelerate from a negative to positive velocity. However, this caused constant Zeno-like switching between the ground and air phase and was only accurate for extremely small integration time-steps. An understanding of the nature of the different forces is required to obtain the proper transition conditions. Ground reaction forces, or F GM in this case, are merely capable of resisting downward motion, and not producing propulsive upward motion. Thus, even ifẋ f = 0 andẍ f > 0, the foot remains grounded and foot speed remains zero at the next time step if the spring is still compressed and pushing down on the foot (−F s − m f g < 0). To become aerial, the foot must be pulled off the ground by the spring (−F s − m f g > 0), rather than pushed off by the ground. This condition eliminated Zeno while achieving output results identical to the small time-step approach, yielding faster simulation.
Fitting procedure for granular force models in 1D simulation. When using equation (1) in the Article, we fit simulation jump heights to experiment with a combination of empirical measure-ments and systematic parameter fitting. F p (z) was primarily determined via slow-velocity force vs. depth measurements. In our two-resistance formulation, k 1 , k 2 , and δ were determined with respect to φ by systematically performing intrusions at various values of φ. We then determined a depth-independent α at each φ by systematically varying α while simulating single jumps at each φ and compared simulation jump heights vs. forcing frequency to experiment. Jump heights were most sensitive to α for high forcing frequencies, as expected since higher frequencies induced higher intrusion speeds. Fits of α vs. φ revealed a similar scaling with φ as k 1 : a higher dα/dφ was observed for φ > φ c . This fit of α with a two-resistance empirical F p (z) yielded good agreement between simulation and experiment single jumps.
However, a comparison of simulation and experiment of delayed stutter jumps and stutter jumps revealed poor agreement for the α fits and F p (z). To determine if modification to F p (z) was needed due to reintrusions, we performed reintrusion measurements by intruding the thrust rod at slow velocities to a certain depth, extracting, and then reintruding. Upon reintrusion, we observed a sharp rise in force to a peak that was higher than the expected force according to the original two-resistance force relation. This led to a new formulation of F p (z) according to the observed reintrusion force behavior that had a force overshoot proportional to the depth of reintrusion. We performed a fitting process similar to α fitting to attain the correct reintrusion parameters, leading to simulation agreement with both single jumps as well as delayed stutter jumps with delay times τ ≥ τ opt . For stutter jumps with delay τ < τ opt , simulation still did not agree with experiment.
This led to the use of a granular force model that incorporates more complex inertial effects (equation (4)), which includes an added mass force and a depth-dependant α for inertial drag.
The added mass force directly multiplies the foot's acceleration with the added mass, m a which is determined by equation (6) . We varied µ and C in equation (6) to match empirical added mass vs.
depth measurements for all depths except when the foot speed approached zero, which caused a singularity in the added mass measurement. However, since this rapid increase in added mass only occurs during slow velocities, its effect on jumping dynamics is negligible; this was confirmed by simulations incorporating the singularity. For the inertial drag force, α(z) = b dma dz
, we set the scaling coefficient, b, for each φ such that there was agreement between experiment and simulation for all jumps. Interestingly, b tended to increase with φ in a similar qualitative trend to k 1 .
Static Intrusion Force Measurements. To characterize the static penetration force, F p , we repurposed the robot's motor for intrusion force measurements. With the motor clamped securely to the bed, the rod was connected directly to the foot and slowly forced at constant speed into poppy seeds at various φ. Force and depth measurements were attained from motor current and encoder position, respectively. We used both 5.1 cm and 7.6 cm diameter flat feet and found that F p scaled proportionally with foot surface area.
PIV Experiment. We moved the robot from the center of the granular bed to the clear Acrylic side wall, and, using a foot with a flat side, we had the robot perform all 3 jump strategies for a sparse sweep of volume fractions and recorded high speed video (500 fps AOS camera at 1280 x 1024 resolution) of the sidewall grain flow. Jump heights did not deviate significantly from jump heights at the center of the bed (away from wall effects). For PIV analysis, no tracer particles were necessary, since enhancing local contrast in poppy seed images provided a sufficiently large and well mixed distribution of grey-scale intensities among grains.
Supplementary Information for "Robophysical study of jumping dynamics on granular media"
Supplementary I: 2D DEM SimulationsTo illustrate the geometric evolution of the cone jamming phenomenon, we developed a simple discrete element model (DEM) of 2D disks interacting. Grain-grain interactions consisted of a simple Hooke's law spring repulsion, zero friction, and viscous damper repulsion, which allowed for inelastic collisions. While we instituted a simplification of zero grain-grain friction, we introduced individual grain friction to prevent excessive inertial motion (which would resemble a billiards simulation), allowing for a more geometric analysis of cone evolution. A flat object was approximated by "intruder grains" that move with a prescribed trajectory and apply similar graingrain interaction forces on other "free" grains. Accelerations were integrated using an explicit forward Euler integration scheme.
To compare with experiment, we simulated all three jump types (single, stutter and delayed stutter) by prescribing the intruder trajectory to be the trajectories of the foot tracked during the PIV experiments. For momentum and added mass calculations, bidisperse particles were used to avoid crystallization. Using a 2D grid of interpolated grain velocities, we were able to calculate added mass and momentum identically to PIV measurements. Simulation values for momentum and added mass were about twice those of PIV (Extended Data Fig. 2b) . While properties such as grain size, density and foot size were chosen to resemble experimental values, there are numerous differences between the DEM simulation and PIV experiments that are likely contributing to the numerical discrepancies, from the difference in shape (Extended Data Fig. 2c ) to the lack of gravity, boundaries or shearing grain-grain friction in simulation to the fact that the simulation is only considers 2D dynamics. However, regardless of these differences, even this simple billiardslike simulation was able to capture many of the qualitative observations in experiment, from the relative scaling of grain momentum between different jump types to the saturating added mass.
Additionally, the simulation revealed a similar triangular jamming front as that found with PIV experiment (Extended Data Fig. 2a ) and shear bands observed in other compression experiments 37 .
Using monodisperse grains produced crystallizing (a feature of monodisperse spherical parti- Figure 3 : Comparison of stutter jump simulation using various force models for F GM . a, Jumping performance is largely determined by the spring forces during the upward swing phase of the motor, τ u , (light blue highlight). Adding αv 2 to the static force model (black) slightly improves jump heights over the static model (teal) by reducing foot sinking. Introducing added mass (maroon) phase shifts spring mass vibration, reducing spring compression during τ u , which reduces jump heights. b, Simulated trajectories of the motor, rod and foot compare stutter jump kinematics using different granular force models. Relevant quantities are summarized in (c).
